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In this webcast, VMware subject matter experts will explore the key components available in vSphere 6. Plus,
get insight into how vSphere can continue to support your business needs into the future with the Update 1
release. It is imperative that a proper operations cadence is put into place and best practices are followed to
help ensure the highest levels of uptime and performance. This session provides guidance and
recommendations for handling operations such as monitoring health and performance, adding capacity,
configuring fault domains, replacing drives and hosts, managing storage policies, and implementing data
protection solutions. It is assumed that attendees are already familiar with vSAN. And what does your
on-premises infrastructure have to do with an off-premises public cloud? Join us for this webcast and learn
why modernizing your infrastructure is part of the journey for successful adoption of cloud computing. Top 10
Secrets to a Successful Upgrade Recorded: During this webcast, they will address specific design "How-Tos"
and deep dive into architecture best practices. During this webcast, VMware technical experts will review
common business challenges and benefits of upgrading including: Sep 5 62 mins Biswapati Bhattacharjee, Sr.
Key New Components Recorded: In this webcast, VMware subject matter experts will explore the key
components available in the new vSphere 6. Plus, get insight into how vSphere can continue to support your
business needs into the future. Capacity, Performance, and Error Troubleshooting Recorded: Aug 16 76 mins
Bradley Mott, Manager in VMware Support for vSAN As more and more systems become hyper-converged, it
can be hard to know where to start looking when something goes wrong. In this troubleshooting deep-dive our
VMware Support engineers discussed a common approach for vSAN, potential missteps and pitfalls, and
provide tips on how to approach various errors and outages you may see while using vSAN. Aug 9 63 mins
Jeff Hunter, Staff Technical Marketing Architect at VMware This session builds on foundational
understanding of high-level vSAN architecture such as disk groups, fault domains, and cache and capacity
tiers. We will begin with some examples of how vSAN distributes data in the cluster to preserve data integrity
and availability and how rules in a storage policy affect data component placement. Infrastructure lifecycle
management commonly requires hardware maintenance, firmware upgrades, and software patches. This
session will provide technical details on how to verify the health of a vSAN cluster and remediate
configuration issues. We will cover the use maintenance mode options to help ensure virtual machines remain
online during planned host downtime. The session will conclude with discussion on how vSAN effectively
handles the availability of data when a disk or host goes offline temporarily or permanently with little or no
warning. Aug 2 32 mins Alan Hsia, Product Line Marketing Manager, VMware Learn how users are
deploying their modern infrastructure and the best projects to target for your modernization project. Jul 27 31
mins Saif Gunja, Product Marketing Manager In this session, we will discuss â€” and debunk â€” common
misconceptions that you may encounter when planning to modernize your infrastructure. Making the Case for
Modern Infrastructure Recorded: In this session, learn how vSAN will help your digital transformation to a
fully software-defined data center for and beyond. Plus, learn how to better secure your data center, a top IT
priority, and how you can accelerate your deployment of cutting edge flash technology. Join us to learn how
that latest features in vSAN 6. Jun 27 25 mins Anita Kibunguchy, Product Marketing Manager Business is
moving faster than everâ€”and enterprise IT departments are struggling to keep up. Organizations need apps to
run faster and more reliably, provision without the hassle, and scale on-demand while staying in budget.
Hyper-converged infrastructure HCI makes all of that possible. Join us for the webcast to get a closer look at
HCI, and find out how it can transform your data center. Lead System Engineer With With vSAN,
CenturyLink now has the scalability and flexibility to quickly respond to changing business needs, and a solid
foundation for their hyper-converged infrastructure. Next, we will discuss vSAN 2-node and stretched cluster
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configurations and use cases. The webcast will conclude with insight into the new features of vSAN 6.
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Chapter 2 : Microsoft Azure Marketplace
This has potential significant applications for business aviation, ranging from payment systems to secure data storage
(e.g., maintenance and pilot records). Learn about the benefits and opportunities blockchain offers through case studies
of companies already applying this capability in business aviation.

Oracle Fusion Applications Oracle Fusion Applications is a complete suite of modular applications that can
coexist with existing Oracle Applications and is based percent on industry open standards. Oracle engineers
then built the business processes for Oracle Fusion Applications using a service-oriented architecture SOA
approachâ€”the same approach that lets you quickly create the unique, custom-fit processes and extensions
that can differentiate your business. Oracle engineers measured workflow times in Oracle Fusion Applications
and saw productivity improvements up to 60 percent. In addition, adding Oracle Fusion Human Capital
Management to the existing Oracle E-Business Suite will provide us with required new functionality while
leveraging the systems already in place. Applications That Empower With Oracle Fusion Applications, Oracle
engineers built a complete user experience, with applications that empower innovation workers by providing
them with the right information, the right processes, and the best technology. We want to apply the same level
of rigor and analysis to human capital as we do to our financial assets. The redesigned user experience in
Oracle Fusion Applications supports specific business roles and delivers all the information necessary for
users to take action. With every new release, Oracle continues to deliver user experience innovations that
make getting from point A to point B simpleâ€”no matter which Oracle Applications you use. Innovating in
the Cloud Cloud computing is changing the way technology enables business innovation. Businesses like the
ease and speed of deployment that the cloud offers. In contrast, Oracle designed its enterprise-grade cloud
applications from the ground up to have the simplicity and flexibility that customers want, and the
performance and horsepower they need. Because Oracle Fusion Applications are built on a common,
standards-based platform and a single code line, you can switch between software-as-a-service SaaS and
on-premises deployments. That means I can run the application on the cloud, on premises, [and] on demand.
Once upon a time, modifying an enterprise application meant rewriting and retesting code every time you
made a change. But that was before open, standards-based, best-of-breed middleware technologies provided a
common applications platformâ€”and before Oracle Fusion Middleware. With Oracle Fusion Middleware, you
can take advantage of the same technologies and the same development platform used in Oracle Fusion
Applications. You can keep pace with new business demands by extending and maximizing your existing
technology investment with embedded analytics and social collaboration, and mobile and cloud computing.
The key is using industry-standard technologies designed to create flexible interfaces and business processes
between old and new programs. We made the investment to build a solution that would support larger and
different things coming down the pike," said James Perazzo, assistant commissioner, Web and New Media
Operations, Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. Oracle Fusion Middleware
helps IT organizations give existing enterprise applications the rich social networking capabilities and content
sharing that users have come to expect in consumer software. Oracle WebCenter is a component of Oracle
Fusion Middleware that provides a user engagement platform for social business that connects peopleâ€”both
inside and outside the organizationâ€”and information. It delivers intuitive, personalized, and contextual user
experiences for enterprise applications, both by enhancing existing enterprise applications and by creating new
composite applications. It also enables users to build collaborative communities across disparate applications
and business processes. The proprietary platforms and cloud silos of niche providers make it difficult to
integrate and extend business processes and applications with other cloud or on-premises systemsâ€”systems
that are often required to execute a business process. Oracle Fusion Middleware allows you to create rich
applicationsâ€”no matter whether the applications are deployed on premises or in the cloud. Your organization
will benefit as business and IT collaborate on process improvements. Committed to delivering cutting-edge
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mobile capabilities across the enterprise, Oracle expects to offer rich, on-device, cross-platform mobile
capabilities for its next-generation business applications, including tight device services integration along with
a mobile-optimized user interface. Oracle ADF, a component of Oracle Fusion Middleware, provides a single
framework for developing both mobile and desktop enterprise applications. Oracle ADF Mobile Client
extends Oracle ADF to mobile users and lets developers rapidly build mobile applications that support the
users who are accessing critical business data through on-device mobile clients or mobile browsers. With
Oracle ADF Mobile Client, you can develop an application once and then deploy it to multiple mobile device
platforms and channels. What you need is choice. The Truth About Choice Choice has always been part of
enterprise IT solutions, but in too many cases, choice meant limits. Then you could choose how to automate
business processes across the entire enterprise. Simplifying Choice Now you can choose a better way.
Best-in-class products that can stand alone or work together Solutions that can be deployed on premises, in the
cloud, or even in a hybrid environment without creating isolated silos A complete, applications-to-disk stack
that is engineered according to open standards and offers the benefit of preintegrated systems without the risk
of vendor lock-in Many vendors claim to have the right IT solution for your business, but too often, their
offerings force you to commit to one choice over another. Only Oracle can offer a complete, open, and
integrated technology stack that provides real choice, so you can make the right decision about the products
and services you need for your business. You can start with individual products that address specific business
challenges and then add more later. With high-performance products that stand alone or work together, you
get both best-in-class capabilities and simplified integration.
Chapter 3 : Dell EMC Debuts New Generation of Storage Arrays for SMBs
UCS C-series SPEC data for CM1(X), CM1 and CM1(X series) Disk aggregate DB/Log Requirements. â€¢Storage for
Business Applications (inc.

Chapter 4 : Cost of of ownership in the cloud - The Computer Weekly guide to Cloud Computing
Deploying Cisco Business Edition Solutions Agenda. Portfolio Update v software upgrades + disk refresh to align with
UCS BU 0) 0).

Chapter 5 : Create series items in a SharePoint meeting space - University of Victoria
TVShow TIme will help you to manage your agenda of series, share your favorite series with your friends and discover
new ones. With the new Windows 10 application, easily track your favorites TV series and receive notifications as soon
as a new episode aired.

Chapter 6 : Azure solutions architecture center | Microsoft Azure
- NetApp ONTAP Select: Business Applications and Best Practices The NetApp software-defined storage solution
provides customers with increased flexibility and agility. This session will cover a number of use cases, along with best
practices for each one Use cases include: Database OLTP (Oracle, SQL), NetApp MetroCluster SDS, home.

Chapter 7 : The IT Summit Denver Â« IT Conference | IT Conferences | The IT Summit
New solutions on new technology â€¢Prove the ING applications running on MCP software Series ING is now migrating
all its mission critical core business.
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Chapter 8 : Best Budgeting Software | Reviews of the Most Popular Systems
Planning and Designing Virtual Unified Communication Solution Application Impact Disk Latency Packaged
Collaboration Solution Cisco Business Edition Portfolio

Chapter 9 : BNI: Business Network International | Business Networking
Traditional Business Solution Separate Applications and Appliances Series Series Branch Office Small Branch SMB
memory and Disk Application.
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